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The running dream summary

These notes were contributed by members of the GradeSaver community. We are grateful for their contribution and encourage you to make your own. Written by Polly Barbour and other people who want to remain anonymous Jessica Carlisle is a runner. Being a runner in his identity himself; she is talented, hard working and successful, and when we meet her she just set a
personal record of four hundred yards on a track meet. On her way home from the meeting, Jessica's team bus was involved in an accident after being hit by another vehicle on the road. One of his teammates died in the wreckage, and Jessica was so badly injured that one of her legs needs to be amputated. Jessica's doctor says it's all in her favor when it comes to healing.
Young, fit and athletic. He's a physically good candidate for full recovery. Emotionally and mentally, however, Jessica is not recovering at all. Running is his life, his passion, everything. Now that he can't run anymore, he's deeply traumatized and falls into depression. He doesn't love himself very much anymore and is struggling with learning his new identity. Jessica struggles with
addiction to painkillers and struggles to adopt new limited mobility. He also resents friends and family; Some of him knows he should be grateful for their love, their loyalty, their patience, but he can't express that gratitude or even feel it properly because he's so angry with the world and understandably bitter that his teammates are still able to run and compete, but he's the one
who's not. At school, Jessica begins to adapt to her new life. She is able to navigate the campus quite well, in part because her best friend Fiona never leaves her side. However, people's attitudes towards him have generally changed. They can't help but see disability, but they don't know what to say, and as a result they are embarrassing around it. Others ignore disability
completely, pretending they can't see it, leaving the elephant in the room to be almost as awkward as constantly staring. The only person at school who wants to involve him, as usual, is the running team. When she's not in school, Jessica devotes her time to therapy and getting her prosthetic leg. At least he will be able to find a sense of normality if his disability is not so obvious
to other people. Coach Kyro is convening a running team to hold fundraisers to pay for Jessica's prosthetic leg. He is overwhelmed by his generosity and caring. Jessica is starting new friends. Rosa Brazzi is a girl in her math class who suffers from paralysis. Her body is weak and she's forced into a wheelchair, but her mind is as sharp as a razor, inviting Jessica to sit with her at
the back of the classroom, helping her improve her math grade. Friendship begins how Jessica looks at life. He gets a temporary prosthetic leg and starts walking on it. He will also be well known around the community; His story is covered by a local television network, and a boy he has a crush on, Gavin Vance, writes an article for the newspaper about some fundraisers for his
prosthetic leg. An anonymous donor matches the money his running team raised; there is enough money to buy the prosthesis. A surprise party is organized with Jessica and the prosthesis will be presented to her. It's starting to feel like your dreams of running have come true. After practice, Jessica quickly learns to walk on her new prosthesis and then starts running on it. He
finds that he has never lost his passion - on the contrary. She is also starting to think about how she can pay up front for her redisco booked skills to run and compete. He is determined to maintain his friendship with Rosa and support her in the same way that Rosa supported him. Their unlikely friendship is now a constant source of strength and enjoyment in his life. He decides
that he and Rosa will run the ten-mile-long River Run together; He's going to run and push his ass into a wheelchair. So you can teach Rosa how to love running, just like Rosa taught her to love math. In addition to consolidating their friendship, Jessica believes it raises awareness of people with disabilities and encourages people to see them as more than their disability. Jessica
trains hard for the competition and achieves her goal; he and Rosa finish and realize that Rosa was right when he told her that the finish line and the starting line were exactly the same; where one adventure ends, another awaits its departure. You can help us by reviewing, correcting and updating this section. Update this section After you request a section, you have 24 hours to
submit your draft. The editor reviews the submission and either publishes the submission or gives feedback. In Wendelin Van Draanen's The Running Game, Jessica is hospitalized after an accident. A vehicle crashed into the bus after the track meets and he is now missing one leg below the knee. He ran a 400m race in 55 seconds flat during his last encounter, but now it takes
him five minutes to move to 20 metres. He's recovering quickly, and his doctor is happy with his progress, but his mental state isn't going so well. He's depressed. She is disappointed because she knows that she is supposed to appreciate everything her family and friends are doing to help her adapt to her situation, but feels like a stranger in her own house. Living without your feet
isn't the only battle Jessica faces. He also has to fend off drug dependence. Her family is trying to help her with this, but Jessica feels very abandoned and Deep down, he knows his family's right. Her best friend, Fiona, is trying to get her out of depression by taking her to lunch. As she showers, Jessica begins to see some advantages in her situation. He's glad he didn't lose his
arm. It's hard to go back to school. The other students don't really know how to respond to it. They stare too much or pretend it doesn't exist. The whole track team has a party for her lunch, and it makes Jessica feel like she fits in after all. Because of her math teacher, she's sitting next to Rosa, next to a girl with cerebral palsy. At first Jessica was stakes to do this since she
doesn't want to be linked to the handicapped, but realizes that it's wrong. When he gets to know Rosa through the notes, he realizes he likes her. When Jessica starts to feel better about the situation, something knocks her back. He works well at school, but he realizes insurance companies don't pay his bills, so his parents have to fight in court. His father works long hours to pay
the bills. Jessica will be fitted with a prosthesis and act quite well with it. Fiona and her coach tell her about a special running leg. His team decided to bring in a fundraiser to get him one. He can't run, but he can still be part of this team, which is like a family. Jessica continues her recovery and the team is working on the money. He gets the runner's leg and feels like his life has
been returned to him. At this point, Jessica is good friends with Rosa and wants to share something special for her. He decides to train so he can race on the River Run - a ten-mile run. He's going to push Rosa into a wheelchair so Rosa can experience what it's like to cross the finish line. Running is brutal, but Jessica's doing it. As soon as he crosses the line, he realizes he can
do anything. His species is just beginning. In Running Dream Megan_Kiara The Real Rosa Wendelin Van Draanen's The Running Dream, the protagonist Jessica adapts to a lite without one leg. Another character, Rosa, helps her through this while facing a disability of her own. Rosa was born with cerebral paralysis. Even if some people don't bother to really get to know him. It
has some great qualities that make people want to. In the book, Rosa gets people close to her to see her true snol, instead of just seeing her as the girl in the wheelchair who has trouble talking. She manages this with the help of some of her best qualities: her friendliness, joy to help others, and optimism, even if others aren't friendly to her, Rosa seems to be friendly with them.
The book actually shows this firsthand through the notes of Jessica, and the time it takes to educate others in her math class. When Jessica was in a wheelchair and asked to sit in the back room with Rosa, Rosa was open and Her notes help Jessica through her rehabilitation part, whether it's questions, quotes, girl talk, or just words that got her thinking. Rosa otes has such an
effect on Jessica that she saves them because she doesn't seem to tolerate throwing them away. For example, in a comment conversation here, Jessica brings up her concerns that the running leg might just be a tube dreanm Rosa then passes her a note that reads: So I was walking. In The Running Dream, Rosa instructors two ot her classmates First, she educates her new
boyfriend Jessica and then a boy in class after Jessica encourages her to ask for help. Jessica also gets the highest math test score she has ever gotten! Above all, Rosa's friendship and openness to others was perhaps her best quality. Rosa's joy in helping others connect with others at her school. This is mainly done by tutoring. In the book, when Jessica sits in the back of
otthe math class v,öth her, Rosa realizes that Jessica is having trouble with her job, after Jessica realizes that her boyfriend Fiona doesn't have time to help her, she goes to Rosa for help. Eventually, they went to Rosa's to snack and study, and eventually they had fun together. As she says in the book: Not only is Rosa coming to Jessica's rescue from math, she is also helping
her achieve a future that is full of unexpected opportunities. Although the friendship is rooted in tutoring early on, it leads much later to a boy that sits in front of them in maths shocked to see the good quality when he's not bad'y, Rosa finally helps him over lunch in room 402. Helping the others seemed to make Rosa happy. Even in all her struggles, Rosa has upbear_ a very
different attitude. His optimism is so great, it even sticks to Jessica. Rosa has been in a state her whole life, while Jessica only had a short rime of hers, but Rosa is still happier, with Rosa's positive outlook eventually helping Jessica feel better and her own condition. When Jessica sees how Rosa sees things, she starts seeing the flaws from her point of view. Rosa's optimism also
makes her strong. Just like Jessica's thought in the book: If the mind is not strong, the body acts weak, even if it is not. If the mind says it's too cold or too rainy or too windy to run, the body will be more than happy to agree. If the mind says it would be better to relax or return or cut exercise, the body will gladly oblige, Rosa's optimism will bring strength into her mind and she
should live. It's this power that shows that he's alive. t only survival. Rosa wants people to see her as a person, not a disability. In response to people's views about him, he finds a way to communicate with others without them seeing him online communities. There can be himself without people judging him in his state, Rosa really longed for people in the real world to do the same.
At the end of the book. Some of her best qualities shine and help her to achieve this dream to some extent. In the end, he gets his friends to see the real Rosa by being himself. Yourself.
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